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UNITED STATES of American   -   It can now be divulged as reported 
this week by the criminal, corporate-controlled, fascist, extortion-
friendly U.S. media that current foreign born alleged U.S. President, 
homosexual in-the-closet, cocaine snorting Barack Obama, talks on 
the phone, on a regular basis, with former White House illegal 
occupant, homosexual in-the-closet, cocaine-snorting, AWOL, War 
Criminal, nation wrecker George B. Bushfraud. 
 
Obama and BushFRAUD recently discussed using former Vice 
pResident Dick Cheney as a prop and a diversion as to enable the 
cover up of new "smoking gun" evidence dealing with criminal 
BushFRAUD's treasonous activity involving the illegal Iraq War and 
the 9/11 'Black Op' attack on the United States. 
 
Obama and Cheney's recent speeches regarding the alleged war on 
terror, a war that has never really existed, dealt with no specifics, 
but instead dealt with corporate, fascist media psycho babble, which 
had nothing to do with any reality whatsoever. 
 
BushFRAUD, along with his daddy, George Herbert Walker Bush, and 
Obama's appointed Secretary of State, loser and lesbian in-the-
closet Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, recently had a 4-way conference 
call in which they discussed: 
 
1. Continuing blocking the implementation of the Wanta-
Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols [funds due the U.S. and 
French Treasuries] 
 
2. Using corporate-controlled American media filth stooges to 
manipulate news events for the purpose of implementation of 
MARTIAL LAW, including the use of Obama's latest new idea of 
preemptive detention, which would give Obama authority to hold 
American citizens indefinitely, without due process, after they were 
identified by the Department of Homeland Security as alleged 
suspected terrorists. 



 
 
Note:  Recently Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet 
Napolitano released a memo alleging that a terrorist can be defined 
as ANY American who does not agree with the corporate fascist 
neocon version of events. 
 
Reference:  In fact, daddy Bush and his business partner, 
unelectable loser and current U.S. Secretary of State Hillary 
Rodenhurst Clinton also discussed plans to weaken, if not dismantle, 
the 1st and 2nd Amendments to the United States Constitution aka 
your right to free speech and your right to bear arms. 
 
Obama was then ordered by his Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 
'handlers' to begin a massive FBI entrapment operation, which is 
designed to set up and frame U.S. citizens and patriots as alleged 
terrorists. 
 
If you mention the names "Ron Paul" or "Al Gore" on which is now 
your NSA illegally tapped phone, you will be classified as a terrorist. 

How dare you, you conspiratorial tyrants 
and kings and notable queens! 

 

Remember, folks, there is NO war on terorr! 
 
There is a war on the American People, which began in November of 
2000 with the overthrow of the year 2000 presidential election 
utilizing Bush-Clinton Crime Family satellite and NASA electronic 
computer software programs that effectively STOLE the year 2000 
presidential election from then Vice President, now duly elected, 
NON homosexual in-the-closet, NON cocaine snorting, NON AWOL, 
NON war criminal, natural American born Albert Gore Jr. 
 
The next step in the war against the American People was the 
September 11, 2001 'black op' attack against the United States 
ordered by the New World Order neocon radicals using alleged Al 
Qaeda aka a data base of former and current U.S. CIA and Pakistani 
Intelligence agents as the well-scripted patsies aka Lee Harvey 
Oswald, to take the fall. 
 



Reference:  Osama bin Laden aka U.S. CIA employee Tim Osman, 
dead since December of 2001. 
 
The actual 9/11 'black op' attacks took place during joint U.S.-
Canadian Red-Blue war games directed by then Vice pResident Dick 
Cheney and former Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Richard Myers. 
 
The war games were used as a disguise for the laser technology 
attacks on New York City, which enabled both Cheney and Myers to 
order the U.S. NORAD defense shield shut down so radar could not 
detect the laser attacks actually launched from Canadian territory in 
the province of Ontario. 
 
Reference:  Hologram technology was used to disguise the alleged 
hijacked aircraft while the real hijacked aircraft were flown to secret 
air bases in Canada. 
 
All the passengers were then murdered by agents of rogue U.S.-
British Intelligence. 
 
AGAIN, it was 9/11 whistleblower Maher Arar that was arrested in 
New York City on September 26, 2002 and then kidnapped two 
weeks later when Arar, a deep cover French Intelligence agent, 
arrived in New York City to give "smoking gun" evidence of this 
Canadian TREASON to both U.S. Senators Charles Schumer and then 
Senator Hillary Clinton. 
 
Arar also had records and documents proving that Canadian political 
officials were bribed in order to keep silent on this 9/11 TREASON. 
 
We can now divulge that Arar was the French Intelligence agent, 
who along with U.S. Naval Intelligence Officer Lt. Vreeland, that 
intercepted the noted 9/11 command and control attack cable from 
Dubai "the time is now the match is hot. 
 
Arar was taken to Syria on an illegal BushFRAUD rendition flight, 
where he was tortured in an attempt to have Arar give a false 
confession that the information given the U.S. government was not 
true and that he was a terrorist. 
 
Arar was later acquitted of all charges by a Canadian court. 
 
 



Remember, folks, the Obama-Cheney shadow show was all designed 
to allow the corporate-controlled fascist American media filth to 
ignore reporting the latest REAL news, including the "smoking gun" 
evidence that Colin Powell used before the United Nations to take 
the United States into the illegal war in Iraq was from a former Iraqi 
Intelligence Officer who was recently murdered in Libya codename 
"Curveball", who was tortured and coerced into a false confession of 
three lies: 
 
     1. That Iraqi President Saddam Hussein was linked to 9/11 
 
     2. That Saddam was in possession of Weapons of Mass 
         Destruction (WMDs), and 
 
     3. That Saddam was undertaking a nuclear program. 

AGAIN, NO nuclear program or WMDs or links to Al Qaeda ever 
existed in Iraq and the revelations that "Curveball" was illegally 
tortured in order to coerce him into such false statements is a 
massive violation of the U.S. Military Code of Justice with the 
perpetrators of this HIGH Treason aka Bush and Cheney, subject 
upon conviction, being brought to justice with due prejudice. 
 
The criminal U.S. media filth is also ignoring that alleged 9/11 
mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohammed aka U.S.-Pakistani 
Intelligence asset, was repeatedly tortured into confessing recycled 
evidence gathered by FBI agent John P. O'Neill that was gathered  
PRE 9/11, in the summer of 2001. 
 
The evidence showing that Khalid Sheikh Mohammed knew in 
advance about 9/11 aka "something big was about to happen", was 
ignored on at least three (3) occasions in advance of the 9/11 
attacks by the BushFRAUD Administration. 
 
This includes the now famous French Intelligence warning aka the 
intercepted Israeli-British-Dubai cable, the 9/11 command and 
control attack order "the time is now, the match is hot". 
 
We can now also divulge that the Minnesota alleged Al Qaeda cells 
that the late John P. O'Neill was tracking were also being monitored 
by deep cover French Intelligence agent Maher Arar and the noted 
9/11 whistleblower Lt. Vreeland. 



 
Both Arar and Vreeland knew that the Minnesota alleged Al Qaeda 
cells had been infiltrated by the Israeli Mossad and were being 
scripted as fall guys that were to be blamed for 9/11. 
 
Note:  The BushFRAUD Administration failure to react to the PRE 
9/11 warnings and arrest these alleged Al Qaeda suspects in 
advance of 9/11 clearly proves that the BushFRAUD Administration 
and Condoleezza Rice's State Department: 
 
 
1.  Wanted to protect the Israeli Mossad covert relationship with 
      alleged Al Qaeda, and  
 
2.  Proving that the BushFRAUD Administration wanted to use 
     alleged Al Qaeda as the 9/11 patsy for the TREASONOUS attack 
     on the United States. 
 
 
AGAIN, folks, there is NO real evidence linking alleged Al Qaeda aka 
the U.S. CIA government data base to the actual 9/11 attack itself. 
 
Note:  FBI Special Investigator John P. O'Neill, who had fingered this 
9/11 ponzi scheme, later died in the New York City Twin Towers 
9/11 attacks. 
 
P.S.  Unelectable loser Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton, appointed to her 
job like her business partner, BushFRAUD, just recently signed a 
decree giving gay couples in the State Department the same sex 
rights given to married couples in the State Department. 
 
Question:  Given the PRE 9/11 warnings by the U.S. State 
Department, could it be that State Department officials, whether 
they are straight or gay, are now in a position to shake down the 
U.S. government? 
 
That is a good question, are they? 
 
 
P.P.S.  Do not be fooled, folks, by what will become a news media 
blitz reference President Barack Obama's choice on his new Supreme 
Court Justice. 



 
The criminal, corporate-controlled fascist American media filth love 
to talk about their three favorite subjects:  abortion, gay marriage 
and alleged shadow terrorists that are about to attack the United 
States. 
 
It should become clear to you now, folks, who the REAL terrorists 
are. 
 
Final note to U.S. media filth and your corporate banker enablers: 
 
You are in contempt of the American People and, at the proper time, 
will be dealt with accordingly. 
 
You have enabled the destruction of the American Republic, our 
electoral system, our financial system, our banking system as well 
as our judicial system and the basic rule of law, which set American 
apart from the rest of the world. 
 
Special note to Eleanor Clift at Newsweek magazine: 
 
We are not interested in celebrity presidents or politicians anymore 
or self-styled royal families aka the Bush-Clinton Crime Family 
Syndicate operating on American soil. 
 
It is clear, though, that alleged journalists like Eleanor Clift aka 
gossip columnists do not get it. 
 
Well, folks, soon the entire corporate-controlled American media 
filth will regret the day that they didn't get it. 
 

 


